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INFORM represents a unique effort to move from theory to concrete delivery of risk thinking and                
risk-informed analysis in the humanitarian, governance and development fields. A collaborative project            
of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) and the European Commission, the global level INFORM              
is useful for large scale planning and trend mapping. Subnational INFORMs are suited to regional and                
national planning at a more local, operational level.  
 
The partners created this guidance document to teach others how to build and manage a subnational                
risk index that supports decisions for disaster response, preparedness, and development programing. It             
distills and presents the knowledge of the INFORM partner group, and is intended to help understand                
and learn the coordination process as well as acquire technical skills to build models yourself as part of                  
INFORM subnational initiatives. 
 
The document is written for both leadership and technical level professionals leading and/or             
participating in the INFORM model development process. It is designed especially to guide technical              
practitioners, and project managers who will work with the humanitarian and development community             
and governments to design, build and maintain the network.  
 
The INFORM partners are a wide range of non-governmental organisations, United Nations agencies,             
governments, as well as private and technical organizations who have come together to create a               
collaborative understanding of risk.  
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Overview 
 

Module 1 - Introduction to INFORM and the guidance 
 
Module 1 provides a description of the guidance        
document; it discusses the vision and principles of the         
INFORM approach and touches on objectives, uses, and        
the rationale for putting a subnational INFORM Risk        
Index in place.  
 
Module 2 - Managing the INFORM subnational process 
 
Module 2 discusses managing the INFORM Subnational Risk Index process. INFORM includes data             
crunching, but buy in, participation and partnership are also an essential part of the methodology.               
Practical elements like resourcing and how to determine if an INFORM model is right for your context                 
are also introduced.  
 
Module 3 - Designing, building and maintaining the model 
 
Module 3 is technical. The first part includes an overview of risk, the components of the model, and the                   
tools and templates required to complete and share the model. The second part outlines the technical                
process and specific steps required to process raw data into a subnational INFORM model and index. 
 
Module 4 - Communicating and promoting the model 
 
Module 4 outlines ways to promote the model. Beyond developing a good model, INFORM partners               
must advocate within the humanitarian, development communities and governments, to demonstrate           
the benefits of the model, and ensure that all partners understand the INFORM process and the                
opportunities it provides.  
 
Module 5 - Using INFORM subnational: practical examples 
 
Module 5 provides practical examples on INFORM’s use in decision making and planning exercises.              
Examples of INFORM’s uses to date are provided, as well as descriptions on how to link INFORM to                  
existing processes in order to improve contextual awareness and service delivery.   
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MODULE 1: Introduction to INFORM and the guidance 

1.1 INFORM key features 

 
INFORM is an open-source risk assessment methodology for crisis, governance and development            
planning. It is used by decision-makers to analyse and visualise risk and supports decisions on crisis,                
disaster response, preparedness, resilience, risk reduction and sustainable development issues.  

 

The INFORM initiative already publishes a global INFORM risk index, which consists of national level risk                
assessments for 191 countries. The guidance takes the Global INFORM process which exists using              
national level data and adapts this system to the National and Regional context by using subnational                1

data .  2

 

 

The INFORM Subnational model uses the same risk assessment methodology and development process,             
but is adapted to a region or country level. An INFORM Subnational risk index captures a detailed picture                  
of risk and its components at the provincial, municipal or village level that is comparable across a region                  
or country. The result is a risk model for humanitarian crises and disasters that has the same features                  
and benefits as the global model, but is subnational in resolution and can be applied at the province,                  
municipal or village level.  

 

 

1 Admin 0, one risk score per nation 
2 Admin level 1 and below 
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Subnational models profile   
regional and national risk by     
developing indicators that   
reflect hazards and conditions    
from these areas. The    
Subnational INFORM process is    
flexible- partners can identify    
the most relevant components    
of the model to create a highly       
customized product. The   
Subnational model offers high    
resolution risk mapping   
profiles, and frequent,   
validated updates for risk    
assessments based on national    
and regional planning cycles.  

 

Another feature of INFORM is     
that models are developed    

collaboratively, resulting in an open, shared analysis of risk that can be used by many organisations. This                 
approach is intended to ensure that collective actions and resources to address crisis and disaster risk                
are aligned with the location and nature of the risks.  

 

The process of developing an INFORM Subnational model is locally owned and managed. It is a                
cost-efficient process that is supported by global INFORM – a collaboration of humanitarian,             
development, government and technical partners.  

 

This approach ensures that each model has local buy-in, is          
used in local analysis and decision-making processes, and is         
adapted to local risks. In addition, the model draws on          
global resources and expertise and validated according to        
global standards and best practices. 

 

An example of a subnational country model is that of          
Colombia; an example of a subnational regional model is         
that of the Greater Horn of Africa. Additional pilot         
subnational models published prior to 2019 include Niger,        
Guatemala, Lebanon and Colombia and, at regional level        
and East Africa and the Sahel.  
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1.2 INFORM values and guiding principles 

 
INFORM models are based on a set of guiding principles that form the foundation of the partnership. All 
models are global, open source, transparent, continuous, and flexible. 
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Global - The INFORM model covers 191 countries, providing one score per country. In the case of                 
regional-national models, ‘global’ means complete coverage of the region or country of interest.  
 
Open source - All data used in INFORM model are in the public domain and the INFORM partnership                  
includes many data source organizations. All results are freely available.  
 
Transparent - The methodology and sources are published and available for review by all.  
 
Continuous - INFORM models are always available, regularly updated, and comparable over time.             
Subnational models developed in different contexts are tailored to specific risks and therefore are not               
comparable to each other or to the global model.  
 
Flexible - INFORM is a standalone model to establish a common, basic understanding of risk but it can be                   
adapted to incorporate additional organisation-specific, geographical or thematic components. The          
subnational models demonstrate this flexibility by capturing locally relevant risk.  

1.3 Rationale for developing an     
INFORM model 

 
Using INFORM can lead to better      
outcomes for institutions and people     
facing complex risk.  
 
Leadership and coordination benefits 
include: 
 

1. Credible shared analysis - The     
inter-agency, ‘brand neutral’   
INFORM methodology and   
outcome bring together a    
cross-section of social actors    
that work together to identify     
challenges and map risk. The     
process can create a credible,     
shared analysis through   
collaboration, data exchange,   
and joint action- irrespective    
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of the final product. Uniting government, civil society, aid actors and academia around a risk               
mapping process is beneficial in any operating context.  

 
2. Promotion of resilience thinking - The INFORM methodology is emerging as a leading tool for               

multi-dimensional resilience thinking and programing. Humanitarian organizations and        
governments are increasingly eliminating the silos that separate humanitarian response,          
development and disaster risk reduction programing. The INFORM tool gathers data from a wide              
range of sources to create a wide-spectrum view of risk and contribute to integrated              
programing.  

 
3. Decision support - The INFORM model can support other tools such as the World Food               

Programme’s Integrated Context Analysis, or the Food and Agriculture Organization’s RIMA tool,            
to enhance transparent, quantitative decision making about humanitarian, development and          
disaster risk reduction programing.  

 
Beyond leadership and coordination benefits, the INFORM methodology provides the following technical            
benefits:  
 

1. Unifying diverse datasets - Participant organizations involved in the process and supporting            
Project Managers who run the process conduct a broad based, impartial data inventory to locate               
and vet existing relevant datasets across all sectors. This data mapping process can be a valuable                
addition to other operating contexts.  
 

2. Integrated analysis and discovery - The process compares data collected through data cleaning,             
scaling and processing to make each dataset comparable across seemingly unrelated sectors.            
This analytical process allows comparison and analysis in previously separate spheres,           
potentially leading to new connections and conclusions based on open-source evidence.  
 

3. Trend mapping - With proper data and system maintenance, the INFORM model can track and               
demonstrate overall risk trends, as well as movement within each component of hazard,             
vulnerability and capacity.  

 
INFORM subnational models have additional uses. These include: 
 

- Quantitative foundations for national government risk and development planning that are           
integrated across sectors;  

- Stand alone risk analysis and management tool and system to integrate risk management into              
humanitarian, government, development, prevention and preparedness planning; 

- Evidence-based, quantitative scores for planning processes such as the Humanitarian Needs           
Overview (HNO), the United Nations Development Framework (UNDAF), the Humanitarian          
Program Cycle (HPC), and Resilient Systems Analysis (RSA); and 

- Potential links to national/regional private sector insurance entities for shared analysis,           
insurance based interventions.  

1.4 Training objective and learner profile 
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INFORM believes the following equation to be true: Better risk assessment = better humanitarian              
programs = better outcomes for crisis affected people across the world.  
 
The training provides process and technical guidance to develop Subnational INFORM models, and             
targets all potential INFORM partners in Government, international agencies, development partners,           
civil society and/or the private sector. The training helps INFORM partners understand, plan for and               
implement the INFORM Subnational model process.  
 
The training also distills information collected through the implementation of a pilot Regional INFORM              
model for Africa’s Sahel and East Africa regions, and subnational INFORM models in Niger, Guatemala,               
Lebanon and Colombia.  
 
The training is designed for both coordination and data specialists. Coordination and data characteristics              
are both crucial for a successful INFORM subnational process. Each profile is equally important. You can                
find both data and coordination skills in one person, or you may need a team to ensure all elements are                    

covered.  
 
The data profile is often covered by a        
technical team member working in the      
field with government, UN or NGOs      
managing data, and creating maps and      
graphics. They work to coordinate data      
sharing (a challenging task!) and make      
products such as maps and graphics.  
 
Coordination professionals are   
responsible for ensuring collaboration,    
buy-in and managing the workshop and      
participatory elements of the INFORM     
process. 

1.5 Training materials 

 
In addition to this text-based guidance note, an online video delivers audio and video support to help                 
users complete all stages of the INFORM subnational process. Click on the picture below to access the                 
on-line INFORM Subnational Risk Analysis Training. 
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MODULE 2: Managing the INFORM Subnational Process 
 
Module 2 shares knowledge on managing the INFORM subnational process. INFORM is much more than               
data; the model is meaningless without partner buy in, participation and use. Partners come together to                
create a framework, share data and build a model, then maintain the model over time.  
 
The module focuses on the coordination and leadership elements of defining and managing a process               
for the INFORM subnational model. The operating model, roles and responsibilities, and support from              
various INFORM partners are discussed. In addition, the process itself is outlined, with a focus on the                 
complex phase of building the model, as well as required resources and sustainability. Finally, a decision                
support tool to determine if the Subnational model is right for your context is presented.  

2.1 INFORM operating model 

 

 
 
The development of an INFORM model is a locally owned and managed process supported by the global                 
INFORM initiative. This support consists of guidance, technical support and tools. The outcome is a               
regional or national INFORM model consisting of tables and maps that is owned, maintained and used                
locally, and validated according to global standards. 
 
Like the global INFORM models, subnational models are developed through a consultative process that              
includes relevant and interested stakeholders. The process for the development of the model is open               
and transparent and the results freely shared. 
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2.2 Roles, responsibilities and expertise 

 
Partner participation is an essential component of a process. Accordingly, it is essential to identify the                
intended audience in your national or regional context for the model at the start. What does this                 
audience need? Are they information professionals developing coordination products, local government,           
or a wide-ranging set of organizations with diverse interests? This determines what components you              
choose for the model, and how you communicate, publicise and update it.  
 

 
 
 

 Role Responsibility Expertise 

Subnational 
Lead 

Initiates, leads and 
maintains the model 

Focal point and process owner in 
collaboration with local partners 
 
Ensures funding for the process 
in collaboration with the local 
partners 
 
Commits to maintaining the 
model 

Knowledge of the 
Subnational context 
 
Ability to convene the 
partners and show 
leadership 

Subnational 
Project Manager 

Work with Lead to 
convene the 
partners, collect the 
datasets and builds 
the first model 

Preparation and background 
work 
 
Consultation with key partners 
 

Context knowledge 
 
Data design and process 
leadership 
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Workshop 
 
Centralizing data 
 
Processing data 
 
Collaborating with Technical 
Lead to build the first model 

Risk management 
 
Information 
management 

Subnational 
Partners 

Work with the 
Subnational Lead to 
initiate and maintain 

Provide knowledge and data 
 
Collaborate with the Subnational 
Lead 

Relevant sector/cluster 
expertise and data 
knowledge 

Global INFORM 
Coordinator 

Coordinate global 
partners to achieve 
INFORM goals 

Leading strategy development 
and model implementation 

Strategic vision 
 
Risk management 

Global Technical 
Lead  

(Currently Joint 
Research 
Council) 

. 
Validates the model 
with the Project 
Manager 

Validates the need for the model 
 
Processes data 
 
Assembles the model 
 
Updates after first comment 
round 

Leadership 
 
Risk management 
 
Data science 

 

2.3 INFORM subnational process overview 

 
The next graphic details the role of each stakeholder throughout the Subnational INFORM process. 
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Each phase is described: 
 

Vision - The Subnational Lead develops a vision for the INFORM model in consultation with               
subnational partners that establishes a use case for the tool, and describes where the process               
will integrate into existing and future planning processes. The term ‘use case’ simply means:              
How do we use this tool, and why we need the tool?  

 
Application - The Subnational Lead completes an application to initiate the process using a              
template provided by Global INFORM. The template documents the vision, use case, integration             
strategy and maintenance plan. The application requires information on how the Subnational            
Lead and Partners will fund the construction and maintenance of the tool over time.  
 
Determination - In the determination phase, INFORM Global partners and global Technical Lead             
review the application according to established criteria and determine if the model should             
proceed. If approved, the process proceeds to the next phase, termed the Build phase.  
 
Build - Once the application is approved, Local Partners and the Subnational Lead complete the               
model with optional support from a Project Manager. This phase is the most complex;              
accordingly, a detailed description is provided in section 2.6 and Module 3 is dedicated to the                
technical aspect of the Build phase.  
 
Review - Once the Build phase is complete, local Partners and INFORM Global team review and                
validate the model in turn, suggesting and calling for changes as required. There may be               
discussions around indicators choice, as well as data processing and computation.  
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Publish - In this phase, the Technical Lead publishes the model on a global web platform for                 
open use; the website is located at www.inform-index.org. Do review and familiarize yourself             
with the site, and its data visualization tools  
 
Use / Implementation - The risk models’ results and supporting data are freely accessible.              
Stakeholders use the model for general planning and risk management purposes, as well as              
specific processes such as the HNO and UNDAF, UNISDR Sendai Action Plan, National Risk              
Assessments or other government planning exercises.  
 
Communications - An effective communication strategy and its implementation helps          
stakeholders see the value and utility of INFORM for their work. The Subnational Lead ensures               
dissemination and awareness of the model. Communications efforts could include blog posts,            
events, and reminding partners about the analysis in meetings, INFORM Global partners can also              
promote the model at the global level to make sure all partners know about it and want to use                   
the material.  
 
Maintain - Subnational Partners and the Lead update the model on the agreed time frame with                
validation from the Global Technical Lead. The INFORM Subnational model uses the most             
current data available. In most contexts, partners choose to update the model with new data               
every 12 months. However, for example, in Niger, given the dynamic context, partners elected              
to update the model every six months.  
 
Updated results are published on the Global INFORM web platform. The update time frame also               
depends on the availability of new data and the need for an updated product to coincide with                 
planned strategy process such as the development of a strategic response plan or United              
Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF).  
 
One of the most challenging aspects of the INFORM process is maintaining the model with               
rigour and consistency over time. It is easy to build something once, but keeping it going over                 
the long run can be hard. The way to overcome this challenge is to embed the work and make it                    
an essential part of an in-country planning cycle that happens every year.  
 
 

2.4 Support from Global INFORM to Local Lead and Local Partners 

The Global INFORM partnership is a system of people and resources that support the INFORM               
subnational index process. Specifically, it provides:  
 

- Written guidance on process and technical issues - In addition to the technical guidance and               
the etraining tool, INFORM Global Partners will make available a shared file with project and               
process management tools to support all phases of the model. 

- Access to a trained and accredited Project Manager pool - You will have access to a trained                 
pool of Project Managers with a range of language and technical skills to support the model                
construction process. 

- Technical review - Throughout the process, INFORM Global Partners and the Global Technical             
Lead will provide technical review and advice to the Subnational Lead and Partners.  
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- Validation - Global Technical Lead, now the European Union’s Joint Research Center (JRC) and              
INFORM Global Partners review and validate all models to ensure accuracy and consistency.  

2.5 Decision tree: Should you do an INFORM Subnational model? 

 
The following decision tree graphic can help you determine if an INFORM model matches your needs.                
Please review each step of the process to help you determine if the process is right for your context. The                    
most important thing to remember is that the INFORM model is not for all situations; you must have a                   
partner group willing to participate, data available, a local budget, and leadership willing to drive the                
process.  
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2.6 Focus on ‘Build’ phase 

 
The build phase is the most complex. It is about connecting the idea for the model to the key                   
stakeholders in the subnational context so they can understand, support and provide data to the model.  
 
The Project Manager generally    
promotes the idea to the key      
partners, then works with them to      
uncover the best available data     
sources to build the model.  
 
The Project Manager pool    
maintained by global INFORM    
consists of independent contractors    
and humanitarian consulting firm    
professionals. The Subnational Lead    
contracts directly with the a Project      
Manager and works under an     
informal ‘exchange of letters    
agreement’ with the INFORM    
Global partners and Technical Lead.  
 
12 steps are involved in the build       
process: 
 
1. Operating model - The Subnational Project Manager and INFORM Global staff review the vision and                
application to validate the approach, desired final product and timeline as set out in the application.                
They make sure the vision is realistic and achievable. Changes to the approach can be made at this stage                   
if necessary.  

 
2. Create and verify project plan with timelines - The Subnational Project Manager creates a concept                
note and a detailed project plan that includes timelines, stakeholder responsibilities and milestones. The              
Project Manager shares this project plan with the Local Lead and Partners, as well as with Global                 
Partners for their awareness and support. 

 
3. Remote consultation - The Subnational Project Manager and the Subnational Lead discuss the vision,               
approach, potential data sources and administrative arrangement for the mission and workshop. The             
project manager and the technical lead should strive to build a strong working relationship with each                
other, and all parties.  

 
Investigating potential data sources for the model takes time- they will spontaneously appear from              
partners during the process. Experience shows that most of the data comes from the Subnational Lead                
and a few key operational partners. ‘Pools’ of data and access to them can be organised well in advance                   
of the data collection workshop discussed later. Below are examples of indicators and their sources. 
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It is also important to review existing documents related to the area of study, such as risk, vulnerability                  
or single hazard assessment. They can be used as inspiration, benchmarking and comparison during the               
development phase of the model. 
 
4. Initiate admin actions - The Subnational Lead and Project Manager work together to initiate               
administrative planning processes for travel (such as visa, accommodation), meetings (preparatory           
consultations with key stakeholders and working groups) and the INFORM workshop (a formal             
consultation in plenary with all stakeholders to define the model and identify data). Administration takes               
time and energy. Adequate time to put things in place is required. The Subnational Lead designates an                 
administrative focal point - someone who can help prepare the workshop and make sure partners are                
aware of the process, and ready to participate.  

 
5. Update data and process management tools - The Project Manager modifies the templates provided               
by global INFORM to the particular context, including the project plan, contact list, consultation agenda               
and workshop agenda. Items can be shared on a cloud file for easy collaboration with stakeholders.                
Below is an example. 
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6. Model Definition and data collection - The suggested field data collection exercise includes 7 days for                 
consultation, a 1-day workshop, and 2 days follow up and planning- two weeks total. The activities in                 
this phase include key partner consultations, the data collection workshop, defining the model structure,              
and identifying data sources. 

 
- Consult with key partners - The key data holders and facilitators of the process or identified.                

Meetings are conducted to build the relationship, explain the process and request support and              
data.  

- Organise workshop - This is one of the        
most dynamic parts of the process,      
where partners working on a wide      
variety of issues come together to assess       
risk. The process and conversations are      
enjoyable. The context that the model      
describes is considered and opinions     
shared on defining risk. Sample     
templates for the workshop agenda and      
presentations are provided. These    
should be reviewed and adjusted to      
match unique situations. Presenters    
should practice in advance and try to       
anticipate questions from partners.    
Define the model structure - During the       
workshop, partners define changes required to the global model to best reflect risk in this               
National-Regional context. This is usually achieved by asking partners attending the workshop to             
participate in a discussion about one of INFORM’s three dimensions: Hazard, Vulnerability and             
Capacity. Partners work together to define the key components of each dimension and present              
the results of the discussion to the plenary for feedback and additional discussion. Most issues               
can be resolved in the plenary session. The discussion and hand drawn graphics and lists that                
partners elaborate serve as the basis for the data model that will be built following the                
workshop.  
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- Identify data sources - Also during the workshop, stakeholders identify datasets to populate the              
model. The data or verbal/written commitments for the data should be secured at this stage.               
The Global Technical Lead has access to some key datasets at the subnational resolution. These               
should be reviewed in advance but not allowed to influence subnational partners’ contributions             
during the component selection process. This is a ‘wish list’ of the idea datasets and sources that                 
should populate the model for the best possible understanding of risk. Partners usually suggest              
much more data than are actually available as datasets. However, this is an important vision               
setting exercise. The final model tries to attain the vision set by the workshop, but available data                 
determines the actual profile of the final model.  
 

7. Vet, clean and process the data - The Project Manager reviews all suggested data, vets for accuracy,                  
provides the metadata and processes the data into a format that can be uploaded to a shared file for                   
further processing. It is important is to specify the relevance of the selected datasets (why this indicator                 
has been suggested, and how it fits with the theoretical framework). 
 

 
8. Centralize data into a shared file - Following the field mission, the Project Manager vets and                 
centralizes all data onto a shared file for analysis. A public shared file can be created and partners                  
invited to contribute directly to the folder. An email address should be made available in order to                 
centralize data that comes in. In this phase, multiple in-person and remote follow-up meetings with               
partners may be conducted. The local process lead may have to conduct multiple follow up efforts to                 
collect the data. Experience shows that many partners will attend the workshop but not readily share                
data in the follow up period. Polite persistence usually helps surface and centralize all available data. It is                  
important to remember that INFORM is an aggregation of available data from other sources, never a                
primary data provider. A primary data collection process is never initiated, rather, existing datasets are               
centralized.  
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9. Construct the model - The Project Manager builds the model and produces tables, and visualizations                
of risk. The technical process is outlined in detail in Module 3. 

 

 
10. Review with the core group - After completing the initial draft model, the Project Manager and the                  
Subnational Lead present the model to a small group of data-contributing partners to gauge accuracy.               
The model can be shared by email and partners invited to meet and discuss the model. It is suggested                   
that an existing working group on preparedness and risk or the Inter Agency Information Management               
Working Group also participate. The Project Manager and Technical Lead revises the model based on               
this feedback.  

 
11. Review and validate with the full Local Partner group - The Subnational Lead presents the draft                 
index to the full Local Partner group. The Project Manager makes changes as needed, and partners                
validate the model for publishing on the INFORM website. It is crucial that all partners who participated,                 
and any other relevant partner who may not have attended the workshop, participate in the validation                
and review process. INFORM gains legitimacy and is unique because of the interagency consensus              
around the data.  

 
12. Publish to the web - The       
Technical Lead validates and    
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publishes the model for public use on the INFORM website - www.inform-index.org. The model is now                
‘live’ and available for all to use with the integrated data tools from the site. Experimenting with these                  
tools in order to help others use the model is important.  

2.7 Resources and sustainability 

 
Local partners are responsible for all direct costs associated with developing and maintaining the model.               
INFORM Global partners including the current Global Technical Lead, Joint Research Unit (JRC), receive              
donor funding to cover costs for their work as well as the maintenance  of the INFORM web platforms.  
 
The graphic below represents the costs and work days for establishing and updating an INFORM               
Subnational model. It is an estimation of the number of workdays, and the cost for the Project Manager.                  
It also includes an estimated number of workdays for the Subnational Lead and Partners in order to                 
demonstrate the resource requirement to complete an INFORM model.  
 
This cost plan assumes that the Subnational Lead/Partners have established offices and professional             
networks that will facilitate the process. These costs are not included in the estimation. 

 
The resources can come from a single partner (possibly the Subnational Lead) or can be divided among                 
the Subnational Partners. Funding could also be linked to coordination resources related to a specific               
planning initiative such as the United Nations Development Framework or Humanitarian Response Plan.  
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MODULE 3: Designing, building and maintaining the model 
 
Module 3 gets technical. In this module, details of steps 5-11 outlined in Module 2 are provided. This is                   
where we take the data that partners share, and combine it to build an INFORM Subnational Risk Index.                  
We share the mindset, skills and specific steps required to process raw data into a complete INFORM                 
risk model. This includes an overview of risk concept, the components of the model and the tools and                  
templates required to finish and share the model. We’ll complete this process using use the exact tools                 
and steps that you will need to complete so that the process is clear and understandable. We will work                   
with sample data to illustrate the full process from start to finish.  
 
This module is divided in two parts. Part I describes the process and provides useful resources provide                 
an overview of the technical process, review key concepts and resources. Part II describes the 10-step                
technical process required to develop a subnational INFORM model and index. 
 

 

PART I: Framework and resources 

I.A Technical process overview 
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The high level process outlined below serves to build a framework describing the context, find data, and                 
combine this data into an index. Efforts are then required to review and adjust to make sure that the                   
system works and corresponds to needs.  

I.B Theoretical framework 

 
As noted in Module 2, the development of a Theoretical Framework is the first step for completing the                  
INFORM Risk Index. The framework provides the basis for the selection and combination of variables               
into meaningful composite indicators.  
 
The INFORM Global Risk Index Theoretical Framework is the starting point, but we adapt some               
components to fit the subnational context. 
 
Risk concept 
 
The INFORM global risk index is based on risk concepts          
published in scientific literature. This literature has three        
dimensions of disaster risk. These are hazard, exposure and         
vulnerability. These are events that could occur and        
exposure to these events. Vulnerability is the susceptibility        
of communities to those hazards.  
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INFORM Risk Model 
 
The INFORM Risk model adopts the three aspects        
of vulnerability reflected in the UNISDR      
definition. The aspects of physical exposure and       
physical vulnerability are integrated in the hazard       
& exposure dimension; the aspect of fragility of        
the socio-economic system becomes INFORM’s     
vulnerability dimension; and the lack of resilience       
to cope and recover is treated under the lack of          
coping capacity dimension.  
 
The split of vulnerability in three components is        
particularly useful for tracking the results of       
disaster reduction strategies over time. Disaster      
risk reduction activities are often localized and       
address particular community-level vulnerabilities    
and capacities. 
 
The INFORM concept combines exposure & hazard, and adds a third dimension showing coping capacity,               
or resources available that can alleviate the impact of the other dimensions. The INFORM Risk model                
balances two major forces: the hazard & exposure dimension on one side, and the vulnerability and the                 
lack of coping capacity dimensions on the other side. Hazard dependent factors are treated in the                
hazard & exposure dimension, while hazard independent factors are divided into two dimensions: the              
vulnerability dimension that considers the strength of the individuals and households relative to a crisis               
situation, and the lack of coping capacity dimension that considers factors of institutional strength. 
 
More detail on the INFORM methodology is provided in the Index for Risk Management -INFORM,               
Concept and Methodology document on the inform-index.org site. 
 
The United Nations and relevant scientific literature express risk using the equation:  
 
Risk = Hazard × Exposure × Vulnerability 
 
In order to accommodate the INFORM Risk Index methodology, where the vulnerability variable is split               
among three dimensions, the equation is updated to: 
 
Risk = Hazard & Exposure 1/3 × Vulnerability 1/3 × Lack of coping capacity 1/3 
 
In this form, INFORM’s score is more susceptible to Vulnerability and Lack of Coping Capacity, the forces                 
of risk that can be most influenced by development and disaster risk reduction activities. 
 
INFORM Risk Index methodology 
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The INFORM Risk Index includes the three dimensions of risk (the top row of the picture): hazard &                  
exposure, vulnerability and lack of coping capacity. Each dimension encompasses different categories            
(the second row of the picture), which are related to drivers of humanitarian crisis and disasters. Finally,                 
there are many components within each category.  
 
Dimensions and categories remain constant in all models, while the components within each category              
are tailored to the subnational context. They are carefully chosen based on partner consensus and               
available data during the consultation and workshop process. 

 
Accordingly, specific risk scores of the regional INFORM Sahel model cannot be compared to the risk                
scores from the INFORM Lebanon Model.  
 
Secondary data 
 
The INFORM process does not include primary data collection processes. All data for the module must                
come from existing, open, reliable and verifiable sources. The Subnational model is only as strong as the                 
secondary data that feeds the calculations. Accordingly, subnational Leads must determine if there is a               
critical mass of suitable data before initiating the process.  
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Indicators are datasets that capture a specific topic, for example exposure to floods, or gender               
inequality. Partners choose Indicators for each component. These indicators are the individual datasets             
that make up the INFORM Risk models. They may include, for example, the number of people exposed                 
to earthquakes of a certain magnitude, the number of displaced persons or food security indicators at                
the sub-national level. Indicators may be composite indices themselves. In all cases, indicators must              
been chosen if they are open source and continuous, provide consistent full coverage and be available at                 
the local level.  
 
A composite indicators is typically a compromise between a data driven and a user driven model. There                 
are always some components which existing data cannot describe, especially if the demands for quality               
of data are very high.  
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I.C The fixed dimensions of the model 

 
 
Let’s examine the fixed dimensions in detail. A solid understanding is essential for selecting the right                
components. 
 
Hazard & Exposure 
 
The INFORM index shows risk to people. The hazard & exposure dimension reflects the probability of                
human physical exposure associated with specific hazards. There is no risk if there is no physical                
exposure, no matter how severe the hazard event is. Therefore, the hazard and exposure dimensions               
are merged into hazard & exposure dimension. It represents the load that the community has to deal                 
with when exposed to a hazard event. The dimension comprises two categories: natural hazards and               
human-induced hazards. These are aggregated with the geometric mean, where both indexes carry             
equal weight within the dimension. 
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Vulnerability 
 
The impact of disasters on people in terms of the number of people killed, injured, and made homeless                  
is predominantly felt in lower income countries while the economic costs of disasters are concentrated               
in high income countries. The Vulnerability dimension addresses the intrinsic predispositions of an             
exposed population to be affected, or to be susceptible to the damaging effects of a hazard. The                 
assessment is made through hazard independent indicators. That is, the vulnerability dimension            
represents economic, political and social characteristics of the community that can be destabilized in              
case of a hazard event.  
 
Socio-economic vulnerability and vulnerable groups are aggregated through the geometric average. The            
indicators used in each category are different in terms of time variability and the social groups                
considered in each category are the target of different organizations and parts of the national ministries.                
If the first category refers more to the demography of a country in general, the vulnerable group                 
category captures social groups with limited access to social and health care systems. 
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Lack of Coping Capacity 
 
For the coping capacity dimension, the question boils down to which issues the government has               
addressed to increase the resilience of society and how successful that has been. Specifically, we               
measure the ability of a country to cope with disasters in terms of formal, organized activities and                 
country government effort as well as the infrastructure which contribute to the reduction of disaster               
risk. This dimension aggregated by a geometric mean of two categories: institutional and infrastructure.              
The difference between the categories is in the stages of the disaster management cycle on which they                 
focus. The institutional category covers the existence of DRR programmes which address mostly             
mitigation and preparedness/early warning phase, the infrastructure category measures the capacity for            
emergency response and recovery. 
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Risk vs. severity 
 
Partners learning about INFORM Risk Index for the first time often confuse risk and severity.               
Humanitarian organizations working on saving lives in a disaster often want to know how many people                
have been affected by the disaster and what these people need to survive in the short term; they want                   
to know the severity of the crisis. 
 
Risk is the combination of the probability of an event and its negative consequences. Disaster risk is not                  
just about likelihood and severity of the hazard event, but also about what is exposed to that hazard and                   
how vulnerable that exposure is.  
 

 
 
Humanitarian focused colleagues need to be reminded that the INFORM Risk Index is not a crisis severity                 
index. This is not simply: “look at the map and send your aid there”. This is a holistic picture of risk that                      
includes data over several years. However, if a crisis hit an area that was deemed ‘high risk’ in the                   
INFORM model, humanitarians could use assessment as one input in their estimation of a disaster’s               
severity.  
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Over the last two years, INFORM partners have been working to develop a Global Crisis Severity Index                 
(GCSI). The GCSI will be published in beta version during 2019. For more details go to the INFORM                  
website: http://www.inform-index.org 

I.D Supporting tools 

The Project Manager and Subnational Lead use the following tools to build and maintain the INFORM                
Subnational Risk model: 
 

 

 
Project Management Tool - Used by all for planning and 
implementing the build phase. Adapt this for the specific project 
phases and needs. 

 

INFORM Subnational Risk Index spreadsheet template - an empty         
Excel template with the formula for normalization and aggregation. 

 

 
Data Checklist - This spreadsheet shows the INFORM Global  

 

Workshop Agenda Template - Sample agenda and sessions for the 
workshop where Subnational Partners reach consensus on the 
components for the model.  

 

Workshop Presentations - The Project Manager builds the specific         
workshop presentations based on this template.  
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Contact List Template - The contact list organizes partner 
information at the national, regional and global level.  

 

Meeting List Template - A simple tool for organizing pre and post 
workshop meetings to track delivery on data commitments.  

 
 
In addition, the following links and resources inform-index.org/subnational site support the           
development of Subnational INFORM models:  
 
INFORM Global site - The platform hosting the Global INFORM index showing risk at the national level                 
with one composite risk score per country.  
 
INFORM User Guide - The INFORM User Guide provides an overview to INFORM and provides user                
instructions.  
 
INFORM Subnational Platform - This platform hosts all existing INFORM Subnational models.  
 
INFORM Application Form - Use this form to initiate the application process to build a new National or                  
Regional INFORM model.  
 
INFORM Methodology - This detailed document elaborates the quantitative methodology used to derive             
the model.  
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PART II - Technical process 

  
The technical process that the Project Manager       
and Technical Lead use to complete each       
subnational model is reviewed in Part II. This is         
the most complex part of the training.  

II.1 Adapting the INFORM Framework 

 
At the open workshop described in Module 2        
section 6, the Project Manager, in partnership       
with Subnational Lead and Partners, reach a       
consensus on the specific components of risk.       
Hand-drawn inputs and discussion notes from the       
workshop are reviewed to build a conceptual       
model that is tailored to the context.  
 
The picture below reflects the results after the first INFORM workshop in Dakar which covered the                
whole Sahel region.  
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The boxes with no fill and blue fill illustrate the existing global datasets that partners validated. The new                  
components that partners proposed are in the yellow fill in the three bottom rows. The components                
and subcomponents roll up’ into the model.  

II.2 Selecting and collecting secondary data 

 
The theoretical framework provides the basis for indicator selection. Exchanges during the open             
workshop provide an indication of the available indicators to be considered for the model. 
 
Indicators should measure the component’s underlying concept and be: 

 
- Relevant: Justification is based on evidence or the existing literature (Was the data collected for               

a similar purpose? Was it collected for another purpose but is relevant?)  
- Representative and robust: Focused on the component to be described, proportionally           

responsive to the changes, they should avoid broad measures (e.g., GDP/capita) 
- Quantitative: Measurable  
- Reliable: (including metadata) and open-source 
- Continuous, consistent, with coverage in the full area of the subnational model 
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Questions need to be answered, including, What is development? How do we measure it? In most cases,                 
a single indicator that can be used to describe the component does not exist. Indicators that answer the                  
question need to be found. Most of the time, the strength in one indicator can compensate weakness in                  
another. 
 
Ensure/create admin-code correspondence 
The Technical Lead matches, and in some cases creates, unique administrative codes (admin-codes) to              
ensure that all datasets are comparable. Official admin-code for sub-national units do not exist. But               
codes used for specific purpose may exist, such as census and election. However, these subdivisions may                
not necessarily match or align with administrative boundaries.  

 
An example of admin-codes is the p-code which is widely used by UN organisations.              
(https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/applications/tools/category/implementing-p-codes)  
 
The process that involves matching up subnational entities that may not directly match can be messy. As                 
an example, in the Niger national INFORM process, the Admin 3 boundaries changed while the team was                 
constructing the model, and some of the data had to be recalculated based on the new designations.  

 
Once admin-codes have been determined, the Technical Lead copies them, together with the names of               
the units, into the INFORM Excel template in the first two columns of the ‘Indicator data’ sheet. 

 
Example [video 1: c&p of admin-code and names in the Excel - “Sample1_Unit-data.xlsx”] 

- Open the “Sample1_Unit-data.xlsx”, copy the data (admin-code and names) 
- Open the INFORM template,  
- Select the place names and admin units.  
- Go to the tab “Indicator data” and paste the data in the columns A and B 

 
Clean and validate 
The Technical Lead cleans, validates and checks the source of the data to ensure integrity, as well as                  
completes the full metadata for each dataset. 

 
Example [video 2: real data input with only admin names and data, add column, use VLOOKUP 
formula to match names with the p-codes in the Excel - “Sample2.1_Input-data-real-example.xlsx”] 

- Open the “Sample2.1_Input-data-real-example.xlsx”, and the Excel template 
- Add a column after the “Province” column and named it “admin-code” 
- Apply the formula VLOOKUP to the created column: 

“=VLOOKUP(B4,'[INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3.xlsx]Indicator 
Data'!$A$14:$B$30,2,FALSE)” 

- Drag the formula down to all the cells 
- Show that 3 province names don’t match: manually do the matching and assign the right code to 

the right province 
● Consolidate all data into a unique dataset. 
● Here is a trick to easily bring in data using the admin code that we identified in the first                   

video clip. 
● This is how we consistently match the dataset when each dataset is out of order with                

our admin codes.  
● This makes it so you don’t have to manually paste or sort each dataset.  
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● Use the vlookup function 
● Go to the admin tab, and select the column with name and p code, 
● Select the second column 
● Select false because we want to preserve correct and precise matching.  
● We have to fix the column with dollar sign to keep the range fixed.  
● After we do that we can drag down the formula to all provinces.  
● Most provinces will have an exact match.  
● We will then need to manually fix any processes that did not work with the pcode key.  

II.3 Data treatment 

Before raw data is placed into the model, they sometimes need to be pre-processed. Pre-processing may                
include imputation of missing values, adjustment into non-dimensional scales, transformation or           
identification and treatment of outliers, as described below. 

 
Imputation of missing values 
 
The goal is to have a value for each component of the model. If data for some units are not available for                      
a given year, a systematic imputation of missing values using the data from the most recent year                 
available in a 5-year span may be necessary. An example is provided below:  

 

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Most 
recent 

Indicator 1 2.5 2.7 - 2.8 - 2.8 

Indicator 2 95.34 - - - - 95.34 

 
Other imputation methods, such as interpolation, regression or more advanced statistical methods can             
be used to impute missing values. At the end of the imputation, the missing values for each raw                  
indicator should amount to less than 10% of the total values.  

 
In a composite indicators exercise, it is not necessary to impute the missing values since the                
methodology can handle data gaps. They can be ignored, and the average index of the remaining                
indicators within the same component can be used. Ignoring is like imputing the missing value with the                 
mean of the values observed for that unit on the other variables. In the case of missing data due to weak                     
coverage, the approach is to introduce more than one indicator for the same component to achieve                
complementarity, as follows: 

 

Unit Indicator A1 Indicator A2 Indicator A3 Component A 

Unit A 8.3 - 7.5 7.9 

Unit B 8.3 7.9 7.5 7.9 
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At the end of imputation process, the Technical Lead copies the imputed data in the ‘Indicator data’                 
sheet of the INFORM Excel template. 

 
Example [video 3: c&p of the data in the Excel ‘data input’ tab - “Sample2.2_Input-data-all.xlsx”] 

- Open the “Sample2.2_Input-data-all.xlsx” 
- Start copying the indicator names in the first row. Make sure to respect the logic order 

of the analytical framework: Hazard&Exposure, Vulnerability, Capacity 
- Open the INFORM template, go to the tab “Indicator data” and paste the indicators 

names in the row 2 
- If in the template the number of the columns for each dimensions are not enough, add 

the needed columns after the last column of the dimension. 
- If the columns are too many, delete the needed columns at the end of the dimensions 
- Copy the data from the “Sample2.2_Input-data-all.xlsx”, and paste them in the 

“Indicator data” tab 
- Missing values should not be left blanks, they should appear as "no data" 

 
Adjustment in a non-dimensional scale 
 
This involves utilizing percentages, per capita or density functions. In order to increase comparability              
across units, we should avoid absolute numbers, and rather show how these numbers relate back to                
people. This can be handled at the level of the selection of the indicators (i.e. using GDP per capita                   
instead of the total GDP), or later with data processing (i.e. dividing the number of people affected by                  
natural disasters for each unit by the total population of the unit). 

 
Transformations 
 
Transformations are applied when raw data are far from the normal distribution. A log transformation is                
used to reduce the positive skewness of data, while an exponential transformation is used to reduce the                 
negative skewness of the data.  

 
A simple way to check if the indicator needs to be transformed is to create a bar chart with the ordered                     
data, and look at the distribution: if the curve formed by the bars is lower than the line, a concave down                     
functional form is applied (e.g. log or the nth root); If it is higher, a concave up form is applied (e.g.                     
exponential or power). 

 
Example [video 4: distribution chart in the Excel - example with “Physical exposure to flood”] 
 

- Go to the “Indicator data” tab, select and copy the data from the “Physical exposure to flood” 
(column C) 

- Move to the “Distribution charts” tab, paste the data in the yellow cells, and type the indicator 
name in the first cell 

- Select the data, and order them using the tool “Sort Largest to Smallest” 
- Move the trend orange line joining the largest and the smallest value in the chart 
- Show that the bars are not along the line, and say that a log transformation is needed in order to 

better distribute the data (otherwise the normalisation will produce very high score scores and 
very low scores, without a intermediate ones) 

- In the cell B3, type: “=LOG(A3)” and drag the formula down applying it to all the data 
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- Select one bar of the chart, (you see that the chart data are highlighted) move the box to the 
“LOG” column 
 

Outliers identification and treatment 
An outlier is a data point that is distinctly separate from the rest of the data. There are many techniques                    
to identify outliers, but in INFORM risk index a combination of the following is used:  

- Existing standard limit values - Whether a recognised standard for interpreting the data exists              
should be investigated. For instance, if the indicator is used in other contexts by national               
institutions or international frameworks. 

- Skewness and kurtosis  
 
(Example [video 5: show the “indicator data” with the Skewness and Kurtosis values in the Excel]) 

- Go to the “Indicator data” tab and show the indicators with both skewness >2 and kurtosis >3.5. 
- This is valid for indicators with normal distribution. Some indicators contains lot of zeros, and it                

is normal that doesn’t match the criteria. 
- Check the min and max values for which skewness is lower than 2 AND kurtosis is lower than                  

3.5. Skewness and kurtosis are calculated iteratively for the whole dataset without the obvious              
outliers, until pre-set conditions are met. 

- Look at the data distribution  
(Example [video 6: distribution chart in the Excel - “”]) 

- Go to the “Indicator data” tab, select and copy the data from the “Monetary poverty” (column                
M) 

- Move to the “Distribution charts” tab, paste the data in the yellow cells, and type the indicator                 
name in the first cell 

- Select the data, and order them using the tool “Sort Largest to Smallest” 
- Move the trend orange line joining the largest and the smallest value in the chart: the bars are                  

not aligned along the line 
- Move the line up from the right edge up to the Y value 40. Show that now the bars are aligned 
- Set the MIN=40 and MAX=85 
- Say that then the value 20.5 is an outlier. This means that it will get 0 score in the normalisation. 
- Order the indicator data from the higher to the lower and then create a bar-chart. Ideally the                 

bars should be distributed along a line. Use the intercepts of this line on the vertical axis for                  
identify the cut-off values.  

II.4 Normalisation 

Normalisation brings indicators onto a common scale, rendering the indicators comparable. This            
involves: 

- Making directional adjustment, so that higher values correspond to worst performance in all             
indicators. 

- Selecting a suitable normalisation method (e.g., min-max, thresholds) according the conceptual           
framework and the data properties. 
 

The Technical Lead processes and interprets each dataset to ensure comparability. Specifically, he or she               
processes the datasets into a scale from 0 (lowest risk) to 10 (highest risk) for each dataset and                  
region/subregion of the model. 
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As a rule of thumb, the normalisation process aims to obtain a normal distribution of the normalised                 
indicators, with 10 as maximum, 0 as minimum and both the median and the mean of 5. The average of                    
5 means that it avoids introducing aggregation distortions stemming from differences in indicators             
means. 

 
INFORM models systematically uses the min-max linear normalisation method, with some exceptions            
related to the nature of the indicators. For example, the thresholds method can be used for ordinal data                  
where the scale is not linear (i.e. Conflict Barometer data intensity scale from 1 (dispute) to 5 (war) is                   
not linear, and therefore is normalised giving higher values (8,10) to the higher classes (4, 5)). 

 
As outliers often cause min and max values to be very different from the bulk of the values in the                    
dataset, rescaling with predefined min and max values is applied, as specified in the equation below.  

 

x 10xji, norm =  
x −xj
i

 
i, min

x −x 
i, max

 
i, min

  
xji  − 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ unit 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡 
x 
i, min  − predefined 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡  
x 
i, max  − predefined 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡  
xji, norm  − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ unit 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡  
 

The choice of trimming the tails of the indicators’ distributions is supported by the need to avoid having                  
extreme values overly dominate the result. The minimum and maximum data point of the remaining               
dataset after the exclusion of the outliers, are taken as min and max. 

 
Fixed min and max values for each indicator dataset are preferred in order to:  

- Preserve the rescaling factor and make the transformation stable through the time series,  
- Exclude the distortion effect of outliers on indicator’s set,  
- Consider the nature of the topic reflected which pre defines the reasonable min and max values                

(e.g., expert opinion). 
 
Example [video 7.2: insert MIN and MAX in the Dimensions tabs] 

- Go in the ‘Framework’ tab 
- Scroll down, and start filling the indicators section with names, normalisation method, min, max 
- In the ‘INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3_video-8’ start from ‘indicator data’ and select the          

‘Monetary poverty’ as example 
- Look to the ‘Framework’ tab in order to see that they belong to the same component and which                  

normalisation method is assigned, and the min, max 
- Go to the ‘Vulnerability’ tab, identify the right formula to use from the examples (column C) 
- Check if the formula points to the right data 
- Copy the MIN and MAX values from the ‘Framework’ tab, and paste them in the column C of the                   

‘Vulnerability’ tab 
- Show the normalised data 
- Go to the ‘Framework’ tab to look to the next indicator (‘Non-monetary Poverty’): the              

normalisation method is again MIN-MAX 
- Go to the ‘Vulnerability’ and copy the formula from the column C (MIN-MAX formula) 
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- Copy the MIN and MAX values from the ‘Framework’ tab’, and paste them in the column C of                  
the ‘Vulnerability’ tab 

- Show the normalised data 
 

The minimum and maximum values will be re-evaluate periodically, for example every five years. 

II.5 Aggregation  

Different aggregation rules are possible. Which one to choose depends on the methodology, which              
defines how the information from indicators should contribute to the composite indicator. Aggregation             
rules can be defined using mathematical operations such as:  

- Minimum: the best indicator only  
- Maximum: the worst indicator only  
- Arithmetic average  
- (Inverted) Geometric average   3

 
The INFORM risk index methodology implements the arithmetic and (inverted) geometric average.            
Aggregation rules are applied to indexes at each level in order to progress through the levels in a                  
hierarchical bottom-up way, i.e. starting at component level and going one by one through the category                
level, to the dimension level. The dimensions are calculated by the geometric mean of the respective                
categories. The final score of the INFORM risk index is calculated with the risk equation (Risk = Hazard &                   
Exposure 1/3 × Vulnerability 1/3 × Lack of coping capacity 1/3).  
 
In arithmetic and geometric aggregations, weighting can be applied to control the contribution of each               
indicator to the overall composite and should be justified by the theoretical framework. Practically,              
weights express a desired trade-off between indicators. 
 

3 The geometric average is always smaller or equal than the arithmetic average. To use that characteristic of geometric average, 
i.e. to reward more those countries with high scores, the following procedure is applied: 

1. Inversion of index following the notion higher the better. 
2. Rescaling of index into the range [1,10]. 
3. Calculation of geometric average. 
4. Rescaling the score back into the range [0,10]. 
5. Inversion of the score with the notion that higher is worse. 
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The table shows an example of the differences between the two methods: with the arithmetic mean,                
aggregating two similar scores (Ethiopia) or two very different ones (Nigeria), gives the same results,               
while with the (inverted) geometric mean, the latter got an higher results towards the higher score. 
 
Arithmetic mean and geometric mean methods are applied according to their characteristics: 

- Arithmetic mean allows perfect substitutability. This means that it is possible to offset a low               
performance in one dimension with a good performance in any other dimension. 

- (Inverted) geometric mean allows partial substitutability. This means that the more you have of              
one dimension, the more it will be the contribution to the risk from that component. 

 
The arithmetic mean is used if you want to aggregate dimensions with similar properties, when the full                 
compensation is welcome (i.e. ‘internet users’ and ‘mobile subscriptions’ are both indicators that             
describe the “access to technological infrastructures”). The Geometric Mean is useful when we need to               
compare dimensions with very different properties. (i.e. earthquake, flood and tropical cyclone exposure             
are conceptually aggregable as natural hazards, but they are very different in characteristics). 
 
In general, arithmetic mean is used for aggregating the base indicators and the lower level of the model,                  
while geometric mean is applied to the higher level of the model. 

 
Example [video 8: select one aggregation method and calculate the component] 

- Go in the ‘Framework’ tab 
- Scroll down, and start filling the Components (according to the Analytical Framework’) 
- Show the completed filled ‘Framework’ from the       

‘INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3_video-7’ 
- In the ‘INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3_video-8’ go to the ‘Vulnerability’ and show the          

first 3 indicators 
- Then move to the ‘Framework’ tab, and show that they are aggregated to the “Economic               

Growth” component using the ‘arithmetic average’ 
- Come back to the ‘Vulnerability’ tab and apply the formula 
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- In the ‘INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3_video-8’ go to the ‘Hazard&Exposure’ and show         
the columns E to H 

- Then move to the ‘Framework’ tab, and show that they are aggregated to the “Physical               
exposure to Epidemic” component using the ‘(inverted) geometric average’ 

- Come back to the ‘Hazard&Exposure’ tab and apply the formula 
 
Example [video 8.1: show the final] 

- In the ‘INFORM_SubnationalRI_Template_v3_video-8’, show how to link the completed         
components in the result tab (point to the right column in the calculation tabs) 

- Move to the INFORM Burundi to show all the model completed 

II.6 Interpreting the risk index scores 

The INFORM Risk index is scored between 0.0 and 10.0. The low values of the index represent a positive                   
performance in terms of managing humanitarian risk, and the high values of the index represent a                
negative performance. The notion that higher is the worse is consistently applied also at dimension,               
category and component level.  
 
For a better perception of risk, the units are categorised into different clusters based on their                
score/scores. The scope of the fixed threshold obtained from the clustering analysis is: more meaningful               
trend analysis, more solid perception of risk classes among users. The classes are defined for the Risk,                 
dimensions and categories. The classes should be used in all the communication material, in the Excel, in                 
the maps, etc. 
 
A script in R (https://cran.rstudio.com/) that helps to perform the cluster analysis is provided as part of                 
the training material. 
 
Example [video 9: show how the R script works]:  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OOm5KAB1Cm_WiMEyNVqZp4TbCFJPRAYf/view?usp=sharing 

- Install the R software 
- Prepare the data (basedata_330.csv) 
- Load the script (cluster_analysis.R) 
- Show all the steps 
- Move to the INFORM Burundi, and show how to apply the classes in the result tab 

II.7 Validation - correlation matrix 

Once the Technical Lead has completed the first version of the model, he or she should assess its                  
statistical coherence. A cross-correlation matrix helps retrieve useful information in the model. 
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II.8 Updating based on feedback  

The Technical Lead updates the model based on feedback from the core group, then from the full                 
partner group.  

II.9 Publishing  

The Technical Lead publishes the approved model on the INFORM web platform for public use.  

II.10 Maintaining  

To maintain the INFORM model, an update frequency is decided (usually 6 or 12 months). The process                 
described above is followed once more, replacing the older data with new data and recalculating the                
scores.  
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MODULE 4: Communicating and promoting the model 
 
Have you ever built something and no one ever used it? Doing good work is only half of the job. The                     
other half is making sure that people know about the work and understand how it can save time and                   
improve work in service of crisis affected people.  
 
Module 4 discusses how to promote and communicate about the model. INFORM partners must              
advocate with the humanitarian, development communities and governments to demonstrate the           
benefits of the model and ensure that all partners understand the process and opportunity that               
INFORM provides.  
 
In this section we will learn how to promote the model and make sure the work is integrated into                   
ongoing programing that helps crisis- affected people. 

4.1 A ‘perennial’ INFORM model 

The aim is to build a perennial model. The author Ryan Holiday defined the concept of a perennial                  
product as a creation that finds continued success and more users over time. A perennial resource is one                  
that we return to more than once, that we recommend to others and that increases in value over time.  
 
The model brings together partners in a collective process to assess risk and support decision-making               
that will help people plan for and thrive in disasters and instability. The global INFORM team aims to                  
make collective risk analysis a perennial, easy and standard part of humanitarian, development and              
governance work.  
 
How can a risk model stands the test of time? The first sections of the guidance discussed how to build a                     
coalition around INFORM, find the data, and build a model. Once the model is built and ready, others                  
need to know about it and its value communicated. 

4.2 Communications mindset 

The mindset around communicating the INFORM model is crucial. We must understand and value the               
model, make sure it is a good fit for our work and location, and understand the approach and its                   
potential impact; only then can we communicate this message to others. As the first step to effective                 
communication, one needs to think about one’s connection to the process and consider how to connect                
with the model in order to communicate with others about it.  
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The model can be looked at different ways with a communication mindset, for example:  

- INFORM is the only open source collective risk assessment model that exists today. It is a unique                 
approach that is a step towards more sophisticated analysis and programing that help people in               
our complex and dynamic world.  

- In an age of inter-agency and governmental competition, INFORM offers a neutral platform to              
collectively define an evidence base around hazards, weaknesses and strengths so we can make              
clear decisions on how to best help people survive and thrive.  

- Many organizations and governments are criticized over a lack of rigour, consistency or delivery.              
INFORM is an example of getting organized, working with others and truly understanding a              
situation. We can create the right action based on a profound and evidence based              
understanding of our world.  

- The model is not perfect, but we have to take the first steps down the road to a nuanced                   
risk-informed approach that will enhance our systems over time. 

4.3 Building a communications plan 

 
The next step is to build a communications plan. If available, the communications team from your                
organization or government can help to develop an approach. This can be a simple one-page document                
that helps guide work to get the right organizations to learn about and use INFORM.  
 
A simple communications plan has the following elements: 
 

Objectives - What is the objective? Here is an example: I want to integrate the INFORM model                 
into national and subnational planning processes and have partners use and value the product,              
contributing over time to its continued use and improvement.  
 
Audience - Define the audience. They are the key partners who participated in the INFORM               
workshop, as well as a wider group of organizations, civil society groups, academics and              
government entities. The model can also be made available to people and communities who use               
programs that organizations deliver.  
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Key Messages - Define a set of key messages around the INFORM model. Let people know how                 
it was created, in collaboration with whom. Talk about its benefits and what it can do for a                  
partner specifically.  
 
Key communications products - The specific products that will be created.  
 
Next steps - Approving and using the plan can entail the local INFORM subnational steering               
group approving the model or creating a timeline with deliverables. 

4.4 Means of communication  

There are several means to communicate about the model: 
 

Normal workflow- This involves referring to the model in normal coordination or programing             
work, referring back to it, discussing the findings and how they can guide and inform your                
decisions.  
 
These are examples of questions that can be asked: How should I target in the northern region                 
given the existing risk profile?; How does the flooding in the west impact people given their                
pre-existing risk profile? I remember that we found a great dataset on road networks for the                
INFORM model, I’ll go to inform-index.org and download the model so I can access that specific                
dataset. 
 
Events - Most INFORM subnational models have a launch event to share the completed model               
and kick off the rollout of the communications and promotions process. 
 
Direct Outreach - Sitting down for a face-to-face or video conference meeting to discuss the               
INFORM model and opportunities for more data and participation in the common risk analysis              
process is a good way to share an open data approach and build acceptance and use of the                  
model.  
 
Stand-alone products - Specially made data extractions, fliers and documents based on the             
INFORM Subnational model are good ways to show the value of the approach. This could be a                 
one-off analysis when a new small scale natural disaster like a flood hits an areas that you                 
covered with INFORM subnational. Or an analysis of current risk trends ahead of a national               
planning process like the Humanitarian Needs Overview exercise can be carried out.  

 
A simple product table that defines output can be helpful, as well as a milestones table that defines                  
which products will go live by which date.  
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The INFORM Central Asia team created a flyer on the model and its findings, illustrated below. The full 
presentations are available in the resources link to this training. 
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4.5 Persistence and evolution 

These are a few ideas on how to make the INFORM Subnational a perennial process. These approaches                 
are a starting point. Other approaches can be designed and implemented to embed risk informed               
planning and programming in a specific context.  
 
The key to making this process work is persistence and evolution. Try a promotion technique               
consistently each week or month for several months (such as regular meetings, products or social               
outreach). Watch and take notes the results. Ask yourself: Is it working? If it is working, do more of it. Is                     
no one listening or using the model? Then try a different type of approach and start the test/listen cycle                   
again. The idea is to try something consistently, understand if it is working, and then push it to a higher                    
level based on feedback. 
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MODULE 5: Using INFORM subnational: practical examples 
 
INFORM is a risk management approach. It is the only cross sectoral risk management tool of its kind.                  
But risk thinking is new to many seasoned humanitarian practitioners who are often in a response                
mindset. Practical advice will need to be given on how to integrate the INFORM subnational model into                 
colleagues’ work.  
 
Module 5 provides examples on the use of INFORM in decision making and planning exercises.               
Specifically, INFORM subnational pilots conducted for Niger, Sahel region, and Guatemala are described,             
and the context, ways the team advises other on the model’s use, and the shared credible analysis, and                  
decision support the model provides are specified. 

5.1 Niger national model  

 
The context 
Niger experiences significant natural hazards from drought as well as instability in its regions bordering               
Lake Chad and Nigeria. It was challenging to find Admin 2 level data for Niger. Nonetheless, the model                  
brings together relevant datasets for a useful analysis.  
 
Ways the team advises others on use INFORM model 
The management focal point is the OCHA office in Niger. The OCHA team intends to include the model in                   
the Humanitarian Needs Overview and Humanitarian Response Planning cycle that happens each year.             
While this standard planning process occurs once a year, given the fluid context in Niger, partners                
insisted that the team update the model with new data every six months, to help them understand how                  
the trends are evolving, and what risks are facing the people they are tasked to serve.  
 
Shared credible analysis 
INFORM Niger provides a credible neutral platform for discussions of risk. Many of the agencies               
operating in Niger have their own internal risk assessment tools which help define specific programing               
decisions. It is useful to compare these internal tools to a broad based, participatory tool like INFORM                 
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Niger to balance individual agency focus with wider choices. Partners consider, how are the scores               
different? How are they the same?  
 
Decision support 
Finally, INFORM Niger offers an integrated way for humanitarian organizations to understand and             
program activities where humanitarian, development and governmental activities are ongoing and inter            
related. It helps answer questions such as, How can humanitarian programing also support development              
and governance activities? How can we use data to understand a complex environment? These are ways                
to use the model in practice in a country such as Niger.  

5.2 Sahel regional model  

 
The context 
The regional INFORM Sahel model was initiated by the Emergency Response and Preparedness Group of 
the regional Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) and is managed by OCHA.  
 
Ways the team advises others on its use 
The INFORM model is being used to support the Humanitarian Programme Cycle and coordinated              
preparedness actions. Partners hope to use the model to improve cooperation between humanitarian             
and development actors in order to better manage risk and build resilience across the region. In                
concrete terms, this means that INFORM partners keep the model updated through yearly collaborative              
update processes. They present the model consistently at coordination meetings, and use it as away to                
discuss shared goals and strategies with governments and regional organizations. The model came from              
humanitarian organizations, but becomes a way to discuss risk and what actions to take to meet this risk                  
with governments and development organizations.  
 
Shared credible analysis 
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The INFORM Sahel model provides a central location to bring together risk data from a massive region in                  
order to understand how many diverse trends around hazard, vulnerability and capacity interact to              
affect people who live in these areas. The open nature of the risk model makes it possible to have an                    
impartial starting point in a politically complex and interconnected agency and governmental            
environment.  
 
Decision support 
Each country in the region has a unique strategic planning process for humanitarian, development and               
governmental activities. The INFORM Sahel model offers a connection point for understanding            
transnational trends and their impact on people so we can design better programing to meet these                
challenges. The model helps answer the question, “Where are people most at risk across this region so                 
that we can plan and act to support their ability to survive and thrive?”  

5.3 Guatemala municipal model 

 
 
The context 
INFORM Guatemala is a municipal risk index that identifies risks, threats, vulnerabilities and response              
capacities in the 340 municipalities of Guatemala. The municipal risk index simplifies information about              
crisis risk and is comprised of 29 indicators representing the three dimensions of risk: hazard and                
exposure, vulnerability, and lack of coping capacity. 
 
Ways the team advises others on its use 
The results of the Guatemala INFORM index are used by the National Coordination System for Disaster                
Risk Reduction (CONRED) for analysis of risk of humanitarian crisis and disasters, municipal response              
capacities and potential humanitarian needs. Government institutions, civil society and international           
cooperation organizations also use the results to focus the design and implementation of development              
programs and projects. 
 
This is a great example of a tool that is managed by many organisations, specifically UNICEF, OCHA and                  
WFP and which has a direct link to the national authorities as a planning tool. This is the first INFORM                    
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model to directly link to national authorities in this way, and an excellent idea that other models should                  
emulate.  
 
Shared credible analysis 
The INFORM model in Guatemala allows international agencies and national authorities to develop a              
shared understanding of risk, and a establish common ground for understanding what issues drive this               
risk.  
 
Decision support 
The model provides a neutral evidence base for discussions around program locations, project focus.  

5.4 Contacts and links 

 
➢ All models and additional information are at www.inform-index.org 

 
➢ Please join the INFORM Skype Group 

 
➢ Email the INFORM Global Lead here: coordination@inform-index.org 

 
➢ Email the technical lead here: technical-support@inform-index.org 
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Closing 
 

 
 
Everyone approaches the INFORM subnational process with a unique set of needs. With a specific               
national or regional context in mind, it is important to consider how the INFORM methodology can                
develop a better understanding of risk to support programs to help users meet these challenges.  
 
In addition, everyone brings a different skill set to the INFORM process. Some actors may have a strong                  
grasp of the quantitative data processing but need to understand how to better involve partners and                
build consensus and data sharing around the model. While other actors may be more comfortable               
managing the process and convening the partners but need to master the data processing elements.               
This guidance is intended to guide actors in acquiring the mindset, strategies and tactics to tackle the                 
various elements of the process. Critically, the INFORM network of professionals and agencies are              
available to help along the way.   
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